Which three pictures are not described?

1. It is an animal from which you get wool and that can be used to knit socks and sweaters.
2. A yellow or white flower associated with Easter.
3. This one is painted. The basic color is blue and the stripes are yellow, purple, pink and green.
4. It is full of decorated eggs.
5. People often write a card for friends and relatives at Easter.
6. It is a cute little “hopping” fellow.
7. It isn’t really an Easter thing but this one has put on the “Easter clothing”. It has a pink bottom, a green top and some colorful jelly beans for decoration.
8. Jesus Christ spent Good Friday on this thing.
9. First you have the egg. Then after some days the egg hatches and out comes this little cute fellow.
10. This is what birds build to lay their eggs in. At Easter it is often full of decorated eggs but then it isn’t for real bird.
11. Colorful candy popular with kids and around Easter.